Morning orgasms have never felt so good!
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Wake up in a good mood every day with a revolutionary alarm clock that vibrates to wake!
Little Rooster (http://www.sextoys.co.uk/Clitoral-Vibrators/Little-Rooster-Alarm-Vibrator-White.asp) is a
silent, sleek and discreet device that curves around the pubic bone and sits comfortably outside the
desired area ready to spring into action at the time set.
Fully personable with thirty power levels to choose from, you can select how gently it starts, how
intense it gets and how long it lasts. Little Rooster also has a ‘snooze’ feature for a classic ten
minute lie in and a ‘snoregasm’ setting to vibrate as gently as you wish to wake up in the most
sensual way.
“What a great way to start the day, says Monique Carty of sextoys.co.uk (http://sextoys.co.uk/),
stockist of Little Rooster. As well as an overwhelming feeling of satisfaction and well-being, an orgasm
can also bring fantastic health and beauty benefits such as glowing skin and a boosted immune system so
you’ll feel the benefits from morning and way beyond.”
For the more conventional, Little Rooster can be used as a normal alarm clock with a beeping sound and
can also turn into an ordinary sex toy (http://www.sextoys.co.uk/women/cat_Vibrators.asp) with the
‘play’ setting to deliver constant vibration as and when you want it.
Getting off whilst getting up has never been so easy and satisfying!
Little Rooster is available in a choice of bright pink and white from sextoys.co.uk RRP £68.95
-endsFor further information please contact Emma Podmore or Monique Carty at sextoys.co.uk tel: 08452 662
805
Emma Podmore: email emma.podmore@sextoys.co.uk
Monique Carty: email monique@sextoys.co.uk
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